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Rythmic electronic musings, with a classic touch, from Grand Piano to Sculpted synthesizer

soundscapes. A musical journey, composed by a human, played by my electronic friends.....with feeling.

17 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock, NEW AGE: New Age Details: Spirits Released, created in

2004, for all of you out there, looking for something....... I was born in England in 1962, and since 2001

am living and working in France (my wife is French!). I am not signed to any record label yet. I compose,

arrange , score, play, edit, engineer and cut my own CD's, in fact the proverbial one-man-band! I use a

Korg M1, a Panasonic SX KC 600 Synth,and a Casio CPS 700 digital piano for the touch sensitive midi

input, ( I run out of keys on the other two!) I edit Midi with Propellorhead's Reason,or Cakewalk, running

on a 2.6 GHz PC, a SBLive! sound card  running Win XP pro. I have made some tracks with my son,

Rohan ,18 It all began really, when I learned some basic music theory at an early age from piano lessons

and later adopted the cello as my instrument during my teens. I have always enjoyed making music, and

with the technology of midi, can play the orchestra from my PC. I enjoy listening to many different styles

of music, with a somewhat classical background of ensemble playing during my school years but have a

large variety of influences, from the great Classical composers, like Beethoven, Motzart, Bach and so on

and in my teens through Jean Michel Jarre, Tangerine Dream, Mike Oldfield, and Yanni and as a result ,

have many different genres in my music collection. My own music is not categorised into any one genre

as the different tracks span many styles, and sounds, but currently all instrumental, except for a few vocal

samples. The tracks range from solo classical guitar, through symphonic, and electronic, via

contemporary classical, rock, new-age, ambient, and film-style soundtracks. I feel that instrumental music

has a very broad reach, eliminating as it does,the limitations of language, and I have not yet expanded

into song-writing, but would like to enter this field too. If you would like to collaborate on a track you can
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E-mail me at ; jfeldmesser@voila.fr I am very encouraging of anyone wishing to make music and will help

anyone I can with getting into music , learn an instrument or with computer related music making. I also

feel that it is time we had a new renaissance on this planet in the field of music and the arts,(don't you ?)

and I feel the Internet can help bring this about. I hope you like my music!! Jeremy Feldmesser( Alias;

Jeremusic)
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